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Story

Now the clock strikes thirteen – the grand finale in Bindburg

Bistria’s new president is forcing many vampires to flee – and where better for Uncle Vlad and the rest of

the clan to seek refuge than Bindburg? Both the Tepes family’s home and the entire town are soon overrun

with vampires. And then the inevitable happens: people get wind of their new neighbours – who are friendly,

but nevertheless hungry for blood – and not everybody is happy about it...

• A perennially popular series of 13 volumes with more than 900.000 copies sold so far

• Wonderfully witty and original

• English sample translation available

• Two successful movies with more than 1.5 million viewers in Germany

• Coming soon: An illustrated relaunch for the younger ones!

Franziska Gehm

Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy
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communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an

author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various

languages.

Press commentaries

“Franziska Gehm turns the table – usually humans try to arrange themselves with the Vampires, in this

funny and witty series it is the other way round.” Westfälische Nachrichten

“Gehm, author of the Vampire Sisters, concentrates on weird characters, hilarious dialogues and situations

that arise from the clash of two cultures.” Buch und Maus

“Franziska Gehm has developed a story with many subplots and twists, so that the Vampire Sisters Series

will be a joy to read for girls aged 10 and older… funny and exciting.” AVIVA

“A vampire story out of the ordinary for all who like a good thrill, but still not too scary.”

Newsletter - Leseförderung Thurgau

More titles in this series

The Vampire Sisters 3 - Movie

Tie-In Edition

The Vampire Sisters 2 – Movie

Tie-In Edition

The Vampire Sisters - Movie

Tie-in Edition
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Vampire Sisters Friends Book:

Get your Teeth Deep into It!
The Vampire Sisters - A

Delicious Girl Friend (Vol. 1)

The Vampire Sisters - An

Adventure With a Certain Bite

(Vol. 2)

The Vampire Sisters - A

Difficult Mission (Vol. 3)

The Vampire Sisters - Half-

Vampire in Love (Vol. 4)
The Vampire Sisters - A Biting

Vacation (Vol. 5)
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